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Description: ‘Asia Pacific LNG Trends Outlook and Business Prospects’ provides 360 degree historical and futuristic analysis on Asia Pacific LNG markets. The research provides reliable forecasts on Capex, supply, demand, fleet, capacity, contracts and competition in current dynamic market conditions.

LNG trends and strategies being opted to cop up with market uncertainties in Asia Pacific are analyzed. Further, the report focuses on structural changes that shape the future of LNG industry with focus on new projects and supply-demand balance.

The depth of the research provides our clients unmatched access to information, analytics and outlook of Asia Pacific LNG markets. In current supply glut conditions, the report assists wide range of perspectives and business development opportunities in the short and long term future.

Country wise LNG exports and imports projections and comparisons are detailed in the research. Impact of startup, delays of liquefaction and regasification projects on sellers, producers, consumers and technology, service providers is analyzed.

Role of Emerging markets and traditional buyers is analyzed in detail to enable LNG suppliers to divert their production to strategic markets.

Current status updates, feasibility of terminal commencement, expected startup of projects is provided to identify business opportunities and understand the future supplies and demand growth.

LNG technology providers are evaluated and preferred providers are identified. Further, factors contributing for selection of technology and service providers are listed. New technology providers’ growth in increasing trend towards small trains is detailed.

Trends covering government support, contract agreements, LNG pricing, short and medium term LNG trade, project development, FEED, FID, construction status and competitive details are analyzed across the region.

Feasibility of commencement of terminals is analyzed through classification of terminals as under construction, operational, planned, proposed and concept phases. Latest updates on the terminal development are also provided in detail.

The report allows you to evaluate top 5 planned LNG projects with detailed insights into their progress. Further, latest industry developments and their impact on our client’s business is analyzed at the end of the research.

Analyzed by subject matter experts and industry specialists with broad comprehensive experience and backed by authentic 12 databases, the report provides most accurate and apt content for our clients.

Scope

- Comprehensive coverage

- Analysis and forecasts across all key segments of LNG value chain

Market Trends

- Key Trends on regional and country LNG markets

Capex
- Capital Expenditure Estimates from 2016 to 2022 for Liquefaction and Regasification separately
- Projected Capex for all planned projects

Infrastructure
- Basic Details, Capacity, Capex, Technology, Feed Source, Trains, other infra and operator/ownership information for all terminals

Capacity
- Liquefaction, Storage, Regasification capacity outlook for all operational, planned and proposed terminals from 2007 to 2022

Competitive Landscape
- Key players entering the industry
- Market leaders and their net weighted market shares in both liquefaction and regasification markets
- Company wise LNG capacity outlook, 2007-2022
- Portfolio evaluation of leading industry players

Technology
- Preferred technologies, new technology providers

Key Projects
- Analysis of upcoming top 5 liquefaction and regasification projects

Industry Developments
- Impact of all latest developments on new business plans

Reasons to Purchase
- Provides actionable intelligence for improved decision making
- Frame your long term planning based on analysis and outlook of wide scenarios
- Optimize strategy and investments with reliable forecasts
- Navigate the LNG trade market with confidence
- Invest and Source LNG with sound market fundamentals
- Benchmark investment and operational strategies of leading companies
- Stay updated with all recent developments and analyze their impact on your business
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